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Nov 10, 2019 Version: 7.5.0 Platform: x64 and x86 Description: New Release of CircuitCAM product A: Import works
fine for me (although I'm using Windows 10 and Matlab 2016a) %... %...Load the drivers p = cdpm(

'c:\path_to_cdp\fcdp_cad\circuitCAMPro 7.5.0.exe' ); %...Load the working directory wdir = p.GetCurrentDirectory();
%...load the file, then save file_name = 'test.cdp';

p.LoadDevice('c:\path_to_cdp\fcdp_cad\circuitCAMPro_7.5.0\X64\compiled\CircuitCAM_Pro_7.5.0\70338.lib', wdir,
file_name); p.SaveDevice(file_name); p.CloseDevice(); %... %... Various switching and control devices are known, such
as the circuit breakers used in electrical power systems. Despite their many advantages, these different types of circuit

breaker devices are all subject to a number of limitations. For example, the electrical contacts of a circuit breaker device
are not able to withstand very high temperatures. When the circuit breaker is opened by tripping, usually a thermal shock

is also transmitted to the contacts of the circuit breaker and, in some instances, may cause them to be welded together
which would prevent the circuit breaker from being tripped again. Accordingly, there is a need in the art to address the
above and other limitations in circuit breaker devices and to provide in turn a circuit breaker device having increased

functionality and greater versatility. It is a first object of the invention to provide a novel circuit breaker device having
reduced thermal conductivity between the contacts. It is a further object of the invention to provide a novel circuit

breaker device having enhanced maneuverability and simplicity of handling. It is a further object of the invention to
provide a novel circuit breaker device having improved performance in terms of the rate of opening and closing of the
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circuit breaker. It is a further object of the invention to provide a novel circuit breaker device having improved power
factor and a reduction in undesired arcing between the contacts. It is a further object of the invention to provide a novel

circuit breaker device having enhanced arc
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